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Abstract: In the thermal spraying process, the process for the molten metal particles to hit against matrix to form coating
experiences great change temperature. Since the coating materials has different thermal physical properties with the
matrix materials, the residual stress is surely left in the coating. Much bigger residual stress not only restricts coating
thickness but also primarily affects coating binding strength. Having analyzed reason for residual stress in the thermal
spraying coating and matrix, the theoretical model of arc spraying 3Cr13 molten drop impact stress is built and numerical
simulation is done for this theoretical model. The result indicates that: the faster the molten drop speed is, the greater the
pressure that matrix produces. When the molten drop’s collision speed is 100m/s, it is not obvious for the matrix’s
pressure stress and when the collision speed is increased to 200m/s, the pressure stress produced in the matrix can
maximize 5500Mpa; the faster the molten drop’s collision speed is, the higher extent the molten drop’s flattening is,
which is more beneficial to increase coating’s bonding strength. The radius for the molten drop in the radius of 35m
becomes 80~110m after collision and the flat ratio of the molten drop particle is about 3. The theoretical analysis is
consistent with the experiment result.
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1. INTRODUCTION
During the coating process, stress is generated for
deforming of the molten drop particle colliding against the
matrix in a high speed or the coating for bearing particle’s
impact [1-7].
Particle’s impact strength is proportional to kinetic
energy: particle’s kinetic energy can be indicated as:
n
1
Ek =  mvn2
1 2

(1)

While the residual stress produced by collision is in
linear relation with the impact strength [8]:

 peening = KEk

(2)

In the formula, K is live load coefficient in collision.
It can be seen from Formulas (1) and (2) that, the faster
the particle’s speed is, the greater its kinetic energy is, thus
to produce greater residual stress in the collision. However,
the impact stress is generally pressure stress, which is good
to counteract the residual tensile stress, which is beneficial.
During the spraying process, since the molten particle
collides the deposit in a high speed, stress is generated by the
matrix or the formed coat deforming for bearing the impact
pressure. Due to the restriction for the current equipment to
test single molten drop’s stress and deformation, the
numerical simulation method is adopted in the paper to
simulate single molten drop’s deformation process and
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analyze the influence of molten drop collision speed on
residual stress and its change rule.
2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF SINGLE MOLTEN
DROP COLLIDING AGAINST MATRIX
The mathematical mode for single molten drop’s
colliding process is based on Navier-Stokes equation and
energy equation. Navier-Stokes equation is the kinematic
equation to describe the momentum conservation for
adhesive and incompressible fluid. The kinematic equation is
the expression of momentum conservation law in fluid
mechanics. Those equations can accurately describe
deformation and heat conduction on molten drop’s free
surface [9-12].
2.1. Fluid Dynamics Model
This mathematical mode simulates the temporary
deformation of the spherical molten drop colliding the
matrix. There are several assumptions: the fluid is
considered as incompressible and the fluid in the molten
drop is in layer structure; the thermal property parameter of
the molten drop has nothing to do with temperature; and the
wetting power between the molten drop and matrix is
ignored [13-15]. The flattening process of molten drop
colliding the matrix is calculated by uniting and solving
mass-conservation equation and momentum conservation
equation. Fig. (1) is molten drop model before deformation
and Fig. (2) is deforming molten drop model.
Mass-conservation equation:

1 1  
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In the formula: P—pressure;  —time; R—radial
distance; Z—axial distance; U—radial speed; V—axial
v
speed; M—mach number, M= 0 , c is velocity of sound.
c

v0 r0
,  is motion

viscosity coefficient, the dimensionless number of the ratio
between inertia force and viscous force.
number, Re =

Re—Reynolds

Momentum conservation equation in axial direction:

 ZZ 1
V 1 

R ZR 
+
=0
Fr
Z
 R R

(

)

(8)

In the formula:

 ZZ = P +

2 V
Re Z

(9)

v02
, the dimensionless number
r0 g
of the ratio between horizontal acceleration and gravitational
acceleration.
Fr—Froude number, Fr=

2.2. The Initial and Boundary Conditions
Initial condition:

 = 0 , U = 0 , V = 1 , P =

Fig. (1). Molten drop dodel before deformation.

2
We

(10)

r0 v02
is the ratio between

inertia force and surface tension effect.
We —Weber number, We =

The boundary condition:

R = 0 : U = 0,

V
= 0;
R

(11)

Z = 0 : U = V = 0;

(12)

On the surface of the molten drop:

 RR nR +  RZ nZ = 2

H
nR
We

(13)

 ZR nR +  ZZ nZ = 2

H
nZ
We

(14)

For dimensionless treatment:
Fig. (2). Molten drop deforming model.

Momentum conservation equation in radial direction:
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In the formula:
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The average curvature of free-form surface:

H=
(6)

r 2 ( r ' z '' z ' r '') + (r ')2 + (z ')2  rz '
2r 2 (r ')2 + (z ')2 

32

(16)

3. THERMAL TRANSMISSION MODEL
(7)

The temperature distribution of the molten drop and
matrix is obtained by solving energy equation of the molten
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drop and matrix. The convection current and radiation on the
surface in touch with the air are ignored and only the heat
conduction on the contact surface between the molten drop
and matrix and the heat conduction in the molten drop and
matrix respectively are considered [16-19].

3

field. In addition, under different air pressure, the
temperature and speed of particles in different sizes along jet
flow axle are different for different spraying distances. The
air pressure, molten drop temperature and speed values are
shown in Table 1 at particle spraying.

The dimensionless energy conservation equation of the
molten drop and matrix is:

Ci =

   i 
1  
 i
1
 i
+
= 0 (17)

 K i R
 Ki
 Pr Re R R
R  Z  Z  

In the formula:

i = 1 represents the molten drop and i = 2 represents
matrix; Ci — non-dimentional heat capacity; K i —nondimentional heat conductivity; Pr—Prandtl number,

Pr=
 i —non-dimentional
;Re—Reynolds
number;
Ki
temperature.

i =

Ti  min (T1,0 ,T2,0 )
T1,0  T2,0

(18)

In the formula, T1,0 , T2,0 represent the initial temperatures
of the molten drop and matrix respectively.
3.1.The Initial and Boundary Conditions
Initial condition:

 = 0 : 1 ( R, Z, 0 ) = 1 ,  2 ( R, Z, 0 ) = 0

(19)

The boundary condition:
The molten drop’s free surface and matrix’s boundary
surface:

 i

nr + i nz = 0 , (i=1,2)
R
Z

(20)

Coating/matrix interface:

1 =  2 , k1

1

= k2 2
Z
Z

Table 1.

Technological and Simulated Parameters

Air pressure (MPa)

0.5

Molten drop temperature (K)

2250

Molten drop speed (m/s)

100, 150, 200

Matrix temperature (K)

400

The coating material is 3Cr13 and the matrix material is
ZnAl15. The material’s mechanical property parameters are
shown in Table 2.
Table 2.

Mechanical Property Parameters of 3Cr13 and
ZnAl15

(21)

Matrix surface far from the interface:

 2 ( R, ,  ) =  2 ( , Z,  ) = 0

Fig. (3). Finite element model for molten drop colliding matrix
process.

(22)

4. FINITE ELEMENT OF SINGLE MOLTEN DROP
COLLIDING THE MATRIX
Since the molten drop and matrix are in axial symmetric
structure, two dimension axial symmetry model is adopted in
order to simplify the calculation, shown in Fig. (3). The
technological experiment result indicates that, the radius of
metal liquid drop in the coating is concentrated within
35~75μm that the radius of the molten drop in this paper is
35μm; the matrix is a round disk with the radius of 0.5mm
and the height of 0.5mm. In fact, when the melting particles
collide the matrix, the particle’s speed and temperature
distribution are existed in the field form. The model in this
paper is simplified that it is assumed the particle’s speed and
temperature are well-distributed and consistent in reaching
matrix and the particle’s temperature and speed values on the
jet flow axle replace that of the whole temperature and speed

Material

3Cr13

ZnAl15

Density (kg/m3)

7890

5660

Elastic modulus (GPa)

206

88

Poisson’s ratio

0.24

0.2

Heat conductivity (W/mk)

24.9

113

Specific heat capacity (J/kgK)

460

450

Melting point(K)

1755

677

Thermal expansion coefficient(1/K)

1.20e-5

3.97e-5

Latent heat of solidification (J/kg)

3.3e+5

118e+3

Liquid phase temperature(K)

1783

705

Solid phase temperature(K)

1728

650

The process of thermal spraying molten drop colliding
matrix is nonlinear dynamic touch problem that the molten
drop and matrix in the collision is influenced by strain,
temperature and material microstructure. J-C describes
material’s plastic deformation and is widely used in high
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strain rate and temperature change situations. Since thermal
spraying speed is relatively low and the material is
considered to be little influenced by strain rate change,
therefore, J-C model after correction is adopted and the
specific form is as below:

( )

(

n
  , ˆ =  A + B (  pl )  1 ˆ m



)

(23)

In the formula:

 pl —equivalent plastic strain; A  B  m  n —material
parameters; ˆ —non-dimensional temperature;

 <  transition

0

 ( - transition )
ˆ = 
 ( melt   transition )
1




Em
1 
= ( p  pbv )
+ S : e + Q
t
 t

(25)

In the formula:

p —pressure stress. It is positive when it is pressure stress;

p bv —the pressure stress produced for volume viscosity;
S —deviatoric stress tensor;
e —deviatoric strain rate;

Q —heat consumption rate in unit mass.

 transition     melt

(24)

 >  melt

 transition - material’s temperature in thermal softening; Table 3
are ZnAl15 J-C parameters.
Table 3.

stress power and heat’s increasing rate. The energy equation
ignoring heat conduction is as follow:

ZnAl15 J-C Parameters
J-C Parameters

ZnAl15

A(MPa)

170

B(MPa)

410

n

0.48

m

0.6

Transition temperature (K)

298

Melting point (K)

677

It can be seen from J-C model that, this model is only
applied to the situation that material temperature is lower
than its melting point temperature. When the material
temperature is higher than its melting point temperature, the
obtained stress is zero, which is not compliance with the
actual situation. However, with the arc spraying technology,
overheating may occur to the molten drop for arc effect and
the molten drop’s temperature reaching the matrix is higher
that the melting point temperature of coating material, so J-C
model can not be used as material model of the molten drop.
Since the matrix temperature has always been below the
melting point of matrix material during collision process, so
the matrix material model adopts J-C model. For
incompressible viscous fluid controlled by Navier-Stokes
equation, linear Us-Up state equation is adopted to describe
ABAQUS. Therefore, state equation is used to simulate
volume change of the molten drop; meanwhile, Newton
viscous fluid model is used to characterize deviatoric stress
of the molten drop. The state equation is used to describe
material’s hydrodynamic feature and the relationship
between the pressure bore by fluid and the current volume
can be obtained by uniting and solving energy equation and
state equation in explicit solution.
According to energy conservation equation, the internal
energy increased by each unit mass is equal to the sum of

According to state equation, the pressure is the function
of the current material density and unit mass’s internal
energy. It defines material’s balance state, just as the formula
below:

p = f ( , E m )

(26)

The relationship between pressure stress p and the
current volume V can be obtained by uniting Formulas 5 and
6 to remove internal energy and this relationship is unique
called Hugoniot curve. Hugoniot pressure is density
function, generally obtained by experiment data. The general
form of state equation is:

p = f + gEm

(27)

f and g in the formula are only density function and their
value depends on specific state equation. State equation in
multiple forms is provided in ABAQUS and Mie-Gruneisen
state equation is adopted in this paper to simulate volume
strength of the molten drop.
Mie-Gruneisen state equation is linear in energy. The
general form is:

p  pH =  ( Em  EH )

(28)

In the formula:

0


(29)

pH 
2 0

(30)

 = 0
EH =

where, pH —Hugoniot pressure; E H —specific energy per
unit mass, it is only the density function;  —Gruneisen
coefficient;  0 —material constant; 0 —reference density;

 = 1 0  , nominal volume compression strain.
It is obtained by uniting Formulas (28)-(30) to remove
 and EH :

  
p = pH  1 0 +  0 0 Em

2
In the formula:

(31)
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0 c02
(1  s )2

(32)

U s = c0 + sU p

(33)

pH =

U s -shock wave rate; and U p -molten drop rate;
It is obtained by uniting and solving Formulas (31)-(33):

p=

0 c02   0 
+  0 0 E m
1 
2
(1  s )2 

(34)

Mie-Gruneisen state equation can be fixed only when
four parameters of c0  s   0 and 0 are confirmed.
3Cr13’s Mie-Gruneisen state equation parameters are
given in Table 4.
Table 4.

3Cr13’s Mie-Gruneisen State Equation Parameters

 0 (kg/m3)

c0 (m/s)

s

0

7890

4610

1.73

1.67

It is known from elasticity mechanics that stress tensor
can be broken into spherical tensor and deviator. The state
equation describes material’s volume change; and also
characterizes spherical tensor. The deviator is also
considered and Newton viscous model is used to characterize
deviator.

5

involved question is the contact between the molten drop
surface and matrix surface, the dynamics contact formula is
adopted. Moreover, the friction coefficient on the metal
surface is generally 0.1, so it is assumed to set the friction
coefficient on the molten drop surface and matrix surface is
0.1.
The dynamic display temperature-displacement coupling
analysis method is adopted for analysis and
ABAQUS/Explicit provides 11 units for the analysis.
CAX3T unit is adopted since it is the coupling unit of threenode axisymmetric linear displacement and temperature. The
size is several micron grains and the flattening process is
completed in 1μs or less than 1μs order of magnitude and the
analysis time is 2μs. The degree of freedom at the matrix
bottom is fixed as well as symmetry axis and axial symmetry
boundary condition.
5. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
The molten drop impact stress distribution for matrix at
different speed is given in Fig. (4). The molten drop’s
deformation is shown in Fig. (5). It can be seen from Figs.
(4, 5) that, the faster the molten drop’s speed is, the
flattening is more complete and the bigger pressure stress the
matrix produces. The produced pressure stress is good to
coating and matrix that it can counteract partial hot drawing
stress. The bigger the pressure stress is, the more the
counteracted tensile stress is. If the final stress status of the
coating is pressure stress, it will be good for coating
formation.

For viscous body, deviatoric stress is related to deviatoric
strain rate:

S = 2e =  (35)
In the formula:
S—deviatoric stress;
viscidity;

e —deviatoric strain rate;

—

 —project shear strain rate,  = 2 e .

The change values of 3Cr13 viscosity along with
temperature are given in Table 5.
Table 5.

The Change Values of 3Cr13 Viscosity Along with
Temperature
T(K)

 (PaS)

500

0.01

1000

0.008

2300

0.0025

The molten drop is deformed in colliding the matrix and
expanded into the coating. If the molten drop does not
separate from the matrix after colliding the matrix, for the
contact among surfaces, ABAQUS/Explicit defaults to use
dynamics contact formula that it applies forecast/correction
method to get the accurate flexibility under the contact
condition. It is assumed no contact at the beginning of the
increment step, if interference is occurred at the end of
increment step, the acceleration value is corrected to get
correct configuration to enhance contact constraint. Since the

Fig. (4). rr distribution in matrix thickness direction after 2s.

The molten drop’s radius change under different collision
speeds is given in Fig. (6). It is known from the figure that at
the beginning of the collision, the faster the molten drop’s
speed is, the bigger its deformation rate is; the molten drop’s
radius maintains unchanged after about 1s. The radius of
the molten drop in the radius of 35m becomes 80-110 after
collision. The flatness ratio of the molten drop particle (the
ratio of disk diameter and the initial particle diameter after
particle’s deformation) is about 3, which is compliance with
the research result in the technology experiment: under the
thermal spraying condition, the metal particle’s flatness ratio
is generally 3-5.
Considering the heat conduction in the molten drop, the
matrix and the interface between the molten drop and the
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Fig. (5). Matrix deformation result under molten drop’s impact at different speeds.

matrix, the temperature change of matrix and the molten
drop for the molten drop at different speeds after collision of
is given in Fig. (7). It can be seen from the figure that, the
molten drop increases 20K temperature; and also because the
molten drop passes the heat to the matrix, so there is about
10K temperature rise for matrix in the scope of 33m. The
faster the speed is, the higher the temperature rise is. Since
90% kinetic energy is transferred into heat during the molten
drop’s collision process, so, there is temperature rise for the
molten drop.

Fig. (7). Temperature distribution of the molten drop and matrix in
the thickness direction after collision.

Fig. (6). Radius change during molten drop’s collision process.

6. CONCLUSION
The molten drop’s collision speed has significant
influence on the produced impact stress. The faster the
spraying speed is, the bigger the pressure stress produced in
the matrix. It can be seen from the result that when the
molten drop’s collision speed is 100m/s, the matrix’s
pressure stress is not obvious; when the collision speed is

increased to 200m/s, the pressure stress produced in the
matrix can maximize 5500MPa at its maximum. It is also
visually seen from the result that, the faster the molten
drop’s collision speed is, the higher the flattening extent of
the molten drop is, thus it is better for coating bond strength
improvement. In addition, since most collision kinetic
energy of the molten drop is transferred into heat, so, the
temperature of the molten drop and matrix also has increased
along with molten drop’s different collision speeds. It can be
seen from the result that the faster the speed is, the greater
the temperature increase is.
Molten drop’s spraying speed needs to increase to
generate greater pressure stress to counteract the tensile
stress produced by temperature difference. The temperature
difference between coating and matrix is reduced by
decreasing coating temperature or increasing matrix
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temperature thus to reduce coating’s hot drawing stress,
increase coating thickness and improve coating property.
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